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6. Hecke eigenvalues for principal split primes and the $L$-values associated with
class $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}--------rightarrow-----------------------------------------------------------------rightarrow---------- 89$
(Kaoru Okada)
7. p- p- L- ———————————————————————-97
(Kenichi Bannai)
8. Geomeffical Sffucture and Number Theory on Supersingular Loci with
Endomorphism Suuctrue—————————————————————————131
$\pm$($\mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}$ Har hita)
9. L $———————————————————-rightarrow——161$
(Hirofumi Nagoshi)
